Quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping methodology for continuous normally distributed traits is the subject of much attention in the literature. Binary trait locus (BTL) mapping in experimental populations has received much less attention. A binary trait by definition has only two possible values, and the penetrance parameter is restricted to values between zero and one. Due to this restriction, the infinitesimal model appears to come into play even when only a few loci are involved, making selection of an appropriate genetic model in BTL mapping challenging. We present a probability model for an arbitrary number of BTL and demonstrate that, given adequate sample sizes, the power for detecting loci is high under a wide range of genetic models, including most epistatic models. A novel model selection strategy based upon the underlying genetic map is employed for choosing the genetic model. We propose selecting the "best" marker from each linkage group, regardless of significance. This reduces the model space so that an efficient search for epistatic loci can be conducted without invoking stepwise model selection. This procedure can identify unlinked epistatic BTL, demonstrated by our simulations and the reanalysis of Oncorhynchus mykiss experimental data. S TATISTICAL methods for mapping single genes for that estimates the effect for all markers, thus avoiding continuous and binary traits in experimental populathe testing and model selection issues. tions have advanced significantly in the past few years One approach for reducing the dimensionality of the (Lander and Botstein 1989; Haley and Knott 1992; model space is to locate all QTL that are significantly
S TATISTICAL methods for mapping single genes for that estimates the effect for all markers, thus avoiding continuous and binary traits in experimental populathe testing and model selection issues. tions have advanced significantly in the past few years One approach for reducing the dimensionality of the (Lander and Botstein 1989; Haley and Knott 1992;  model space is to locate all QTL that are significantly Zeng 1994; Satagopan et al. 1996; Xu 1996; associated with the trait, using single-QTL methods, and Atchley 1996; Yi and Xu 2000; McIntyre et al. 2001;  then build the multiple-QTL models using only the QTL Yi and Xu 2002). Single-gene QTL models have been selected in the single-gene analysis (Kao et al. 1999) . expanded to encompass multiple-QTL mapping probWhen all QTL are additive, single-marker analysis is a lems by using cofactors or additional markers ( Jansen reasonable strategy for identifying QTL (Coffman et al. 1993; Zeng 1994; Xu 2003) . Multiple-QTL models have 2003) . However, epistasis can alter the trait in a manner been developed for both continuous and binary traits that may be difficult to predict (Doerge 2001) , thus (Sillanpää and Arjas 1998; Kao et al. 1999 simultaneous mapping of pairwise interacting QTL. In Xu 2003) and for discrete traits with multiple observaaddition, Carlborg and Andersson (2002) proposed a tion classes (Yi et al. 2004) . When attempting to identify forward selection strategy that incorporates a randommultiple QTL for a trait, model selection is a key issue ization test to identify epistatic QTL. Unfortunately, this as the number of possible models quickly becomes large.
approach will miss pairs of loci that are epistatic without In most analyses, the enumeration of all QTL models for a contributing main effect. Holland et al. (2002) pera data set is possible only when the number of markers is formed a pairwise grid search to identify potential epilimited. An exception is a recent method (Xu 2003) static loci and then include the most significant pairs in the "best" single-gene model via a forward stepwise procedure. Yi and Xu (2002) proposed a Bayesian 1 ian analysis that implements a strategy similar to that segregation and linkage analysis. The concept of incomplete penetrance is important, as it underscores the of Jansen (1993) , where the QTL problem is divided complexity encountered in analysis of binary traits. into two pieces, detection and then localization. While
As an adaptation of the model in human genetics, and all of these approaches have a common goal, the comextension of previous work in experimental populations plexity and computational intensity of many of these (McIntyre et al. 2001) , we propose a method to detect approaches make them difficult to implement. Furtherand estimate multiple binary trait loci (BTL) . We focus more, stepwise procedures and pairwise searches do not on the case where penetrance is incomplete and the investigate the entire model space and these approaches population structure is a backcross or F 2 from two inbred have been shown to fail to identify all possible effects parents. Using the biological information in the linkage in different applications (Harrell 2001; Burnham and groups, the model space is reduced by choosing the Anderson 2002).
best marker in each linkage group. Consequently, all Searching through the potential models to identify possible models can be enumerated and stepwise selecthe best model is an active area of statistical research tion procedures are avoided, which in turn eliminates (Harrell 2001; Burnham and Anderson 2002) . Sevthe need for computationally intensive model space exeral common criteria are used to judge and compare ploration. We use a general probability model based on models to select the best model. Due to the large numclassical transmission genetics to develop a likelihood ber of models that may be examined in these analyses, for the binary phenotype (Simonsen 2004) to estimate issues of model selection bias and uncertainty should recombination and penetrance for multiple BTL under be addressed (Burnham and Anderson 2002) . In the complex genetic models for an experimental populamethod described by Jansen (1993) , the Akaike infortion. Regression models are fitted on the basis of this mation criterion (AIC) was used for model selection.
likelihood (Haley and Knott 1992; Jansen 1992; JanBroman and Speed (2002) Whittaker et al. 1996 ; Thompson selection criteria for QTL analysis and proposed a crite-1998), using a cell means model parameterization rion that is a modification of the Bayesian information rather than the factor effects parameterization (Kutner criterion (BIC) (Schwarz 1978) . Sillanpää and Coranet al. 2004) . The parameterization in terms of the cell der (2002) gave a general review of model selection means clarifies the identification of epistatic loci. criteria and advocated the Bayesian idea of model averUsing simulated data, AIC (Akaike 1973) and BIC aging. Others are working on modifications of these (Schwarz 1978 ) model selection criteria are employed criteria to improve their performance in the QTL setting and compared for a limited number of markers as well as (Ball 2001; Bogdan et al. 2004; Siegmund 2004 
The complete status) are often parameterized in terms of the penegenotype for all loci is denoted M for markers and G trance as well as the physical distance. This model formafor BTL, and the possible values are described below. tion has been routinely employed for segregation and For a backcross (BC) or F 2 population of diploid indilinkage analysis (Ott 1991 ; Gauderman and Thomas viduals from a single cross of homozygote inbred par-2001). The value of the penetrance parameter can be ents, there are only two possible alleles for each marker and/or BTL (denoted by either 1 or 2). In a BC populaestimated as a part of segregation analysis or in a joint tion with k loci, there are 2 k distinct marker classes (i.e., Trait values can be modeled in a variety of ways, and possible values for M) and 2 k distinct BTL genotypes it is useful to consider the penetrance p in the context (i.e., possible values for G), giving a total of 4 k possible of standard ANOVA models. For example, consider a combinations of genotypic marker classes (M, G). In an backcross with k ϭ 2. The penetrance parameters are F 2 population with phase unknown, there are 3 k distinct p g j , where g j ϭ {11, 12, 21, 22}. Suppose the first digit marker classes for M and 3 k distinct BTL genotypes for of g j is s and the second digit is t. The factor effects G, resulting in a total of 9 k possible combinations of parameterization would be p g j ϭ ϩ ␣ s ϩ ␤ t ϩ (␣␤) st , marker classes and genotypes for (M, G). The number where ␣ and ␤ are the main effects at the two loci and of distinct marker classes or genotypes is represented (␣␤) represents the interaction or epistatic effect and by K from this point forward (i.e., K ϭ 2 k for BC and 0 Յ p g j , Յ 1. The corresponding cell means model K ϭ 3 k for F 2 ). parameterization is p g j ϭ st , where the st are (a funcAs in Simonsen (2004) , we label and order the K tion of) the cell means. These two model parameterizapossible genotypes of markers or BTL as if the genotypes tions are equivalent (Kutner et al. 2004 ). In the factor were numerals with one digit per locus, in ascending effects parameterization, absence of epistasis is indiorder. The digit 1 represents the homozygote 1/1 genocated by (␣␤) st ϭ 0 and is equivalent to the constraint type at that locus, 2 is the 1/2 or 2/1 heterozygote, and in the cell means model of p 11 Ϫ p 12 ϭ p 21 Ϫ p 22 (see 3 is the 2/2 homozygote. A genotype for k loci is then Figure 2a ). If only locus 1 contributes to the trait, the a k digit number. Thus, with k ϭ 2, a backcross has K ϭ factor effects model constraint is ␤ t ϭ (␣␤) st ϭ 0 while 4 possible types {11, 12, 21, 22}, whereas an F 2 has K ϭ the cell means model constraint is p 11 ϭ p 12 and p 21 ϭ 9 possible genotypes {11, 12, 13, 21, 22, 23, 31, 32, 33}. p 22 . Similarly, if only locus 2 is involved, the factor effects We label these K values m 1 , . . . , m K or g 1 , . . . , g K , model constraint is ␣ s ϭ (␣␤) st ϭ 0 and the cell means depending on whether they represent markers or BTL, model constraint is p 11 ϭ p 21 and p 12 ϭ p 22 . Epistasis respectively. The probability distribution of M or G speccan be presented as a modification of the expected ifies the probabilities of each of these K values and thus segregation ratio with fewer than expected phenotypic can be written in a vector of length K in the order given.
classes observed (Hartl and Jones 2001) . Therefore, The joint probability distribution of (M, G) can be writthe cell means model provides a convenient way of ten as a K ϫ K matrix Pr(M, G), where the rows index thinking about genetic models, as epistasis is easily dethe marker classes and the columns index the BTL genofined as equivalence among penetrance parameters (see types. The (i, j)th entry of this matrix represents Pr(M ϭ Figures 2, b-d, and 3) .
where m i and g j each take on the K possiSimonsen (2004) details the methods for generating bilities described above. All matrices and vectors referthe probability model for k BTL in matrix form. The ring to genotypes assume this ordering and indexing. joint probabilities of the BTL genotypes (G), marker The recombination rate, r i , is the probability that an types (M), and the trait (Y), denoted Pr(Y, M, G), can exchange of genetic material (crossover) occurs bebe expressed in terms of r, , and p and generated for tween the BTL G i and the marker M i , where i ranges k BTL for a specified experimental design. Standard from 1 to k, where r i ϭ 0 indicates complete association assumptions such as no selection, interference, or mutaand r i ϭ 0.50 indicates no association between the tion are made. As an example, the joint probability marker and the BTL. Similarly, the rate of recombinadistribution of a BC for k ϭ 2 is shown in Table 1 . The tion between markers, i , is the probability that an exjoint probability of every combination of marker and change of genetic material occurs between marker M i BTL genotype, Pr(M, G), is computed using the recomand M i ϩ1 , where i ranges from 1 to k Ϫ 1. If the marker bination probabilities and r. The matrix for the joint map is assumed known, then the i are fixed.
probability of trait, marker, and BTL is then computed The probability of observing the binary trait is speciby matrix multiplication Pr(Y, M, G) ϭ Pr(M, G) ϫ fied by K penetrance parameters, p j , which are Bernoulli Diag(p), since probabilities representing the probability that a binary trait Y is present given a specific BTL genotype j (McIn-
1|G ϭ g j ) is of length K, and its jth entry, p j , is the penetrance parameter for the jth genotype, g j , where j
The joint probability of traits and markers only is used indexes the possible genotypes in the order explained for likelihood calculations as described in the next secabove. To emphasize the relationship between the genotion. This vector of probabilities is computed as Pr(Y, type and the penetrance the notation p g j may be used M) ϭ Pr(M, G) ϫ p, where the matrix multiplication as well as the above p j . Including a penetrance parameaccomplishes the necessary sum over possible genoter for each genotype is convenient for visualizing the types. Its ith entry is impact of various genetic models on the parameter space and is a common tool in human genetics (Ott Pr 
1991; Gauderman and Thomas 2001). 
Recombination between markers M and BTL G is denoted by r and recombination between markers is denoted by . Penetrances are p g j ϭ Pr(Y ϭ 1|G ϭ g j ). Genotypes of the fixed (parental) haplotypes are omitted.
For a k ϭ 2 BTL BC population, the four possible
(nonfixed) marker allele combinations are m 1 ϭ 11, m 2 ϭ 12, m 3 ϭ 21, m 4 ϭ 22, and the matrix rows are
given in that order (see Table 1 ); columns index BTL genotypes in a similar order. Thus row 1 in the matrix Although the focus of this work is on backcross and Pr(Y, M, G) is F 2 populations, the matrix Pr(M, G) can be obtained for any mating scheme. The probability distribution for
a generation of offspring can be calculated from the probability distributions for the parental generation,
through appropriate matrix operations. By repeating Likelihood: Using the notation above, the likelihood this process any scheme can be derived back to known initial parental generations.
for observed data Y ϭ y and M ϭ m is
The resulting system of equations is linear in p and and nonlinear in r. Since there are K equations and This likelihood can also be written in terms of the K ϩ k unknowns, the system is underdetermined. For marker class means, as follows.
any fixed r, however, there is a unique and easily obThe expected marker class means are denoted by the tained solution for p, and, furthermore, the values are vector whose ith entry, i , is the marker class mean subject to constraints, namely 0 Յ r i Յ 0.5 and 0 Յ for marker class i, namely p g j Յ 1. We use a grid search to step through the interval of possible r values to obtain sets of solutions for p.
In some cases, solutions do not satisfy the biological constraint 0 Յ p g j Յ 1 for all g j and can be discarded, or simply if a filter on the resulting estimates is desired. In other situations, the correct values of some penetrances may
be known or separately estimable from previous experiThe component of the likelihood for a single observamental generations. In these cases estimates can be furtion with Y ϭ 1 and M ϭ m i is the ith entry of the vector ther constrained. For example, if parental penetrances
are known, the values of r and p that minimize the have Pr(
distance between the known values of the parental penethat is a function of r, , and p, while Pr(M) is a trances and their estimates can be chosen. Other possifunction of only. Therefore, the likelihood for a single ble solutions to this problem exist; for example, nonlinobservation from marker class i is ear programming methods may be applied. We initially explored applying nonlinear programming (NLP) techniques; however, estimation for k loci was not easily
implemented. Premodeling strategy: Generally, mapping data conSuppose in a given sample there are n i individuals in sist of a set of markers and a trait evaluation for each marker class i, of whom z i exhibit Y ϭ 1, and n i Ϫ z i individual in the experimental population. The number exhibit Y ϭ 0. Then the likelihood can be written as a of BTL that can be fit to the data depends on the sample product over marker classes: size (i.e., the degrees of freedom). If the set of markers
is relatively large, as is generally the case, enumerating all possible models becomes impossible, and we need some methodology for reducing the model space. We
propose to limit the model space explored by choosing one marker per linkage group. Another strategy for Maximum-likelihood estimates for marker class reducing the model space is to limit multiple-marker means: Using this likelihood, the maximum-likelihood models to only markers that are significantly associated estimates (MLEs) for the marker class means can be with the trait on the basis of single-locus models (Kao obtained by maximizing model 1 to obtain estimates of et al. 1999; Carlborg and Andersson 2002) . However, the binomial proportions i ϭ z i /n i for i ϭ 1 . . . K.
this strategy might miss markers without strong main The marker class means i are easily estimated from effects that are otherwise involved in epistasis. Another the data. To estimate penetrance p and recombination strategy is to examine all possible pairs of loci (Holland r, we exploit the relationship between p and . Let ⍀ ϭ et al. 2002; Yi and Xu 2002) to reduce the chance of Diag(Pr(M)) such that ⍀ Ϫ1 ϭ Diag(1/Pr(M ϭ m 1 ), . . . , missing a locus with primarily epistatic effect. While
it is possible to look at all possible pairs of markers,
⍀ can be calculated. In terms examining all possible triplets and quadruplets quickly of this quantity, the relationship between p and is becomes impractical. Additionally, significant model sethus lection bias and uncertainty is introduced (Burnham ϭ Pr(Y ϭ 1|M) ϭ Pr(G|M) ϫ p, and Anderson 2002; Bogdan et al. 2004) .
To avoid stepwise procedures and selection methods so that based upon pairwise relationships it has been proposed p ϭ [Pr(G|M)] Ϫ1 ϫ . that the relationships among predictor variables can be exploited to reduce model space (Harrell 2001 ). This gives p as a function of r, , and . If the marker Fortunately, markers have an inherent relationship among map is known [and hence Pr(M) is known], p is a functhemselves based on genetic distance and form groups tion of only r and .
of correlated covariates known as linkage groups. By Estimation: To estimate recombination (r) and peneselecting the best marker (or interval) from each linkage trance (p) parameters the invariance property of MLEs group, the dimensionality of the problem is greatly recan be invoked (Casella and Berger 1990) . Thus duced. The criteria for choosing the best among the markers for a linkage group are also possible to explore. For simplicity, we choose the marker with the lowest ple AIC (Sugiura 1978), denoted AIC c , is available to be used when the ratio of sample size (n) to number P-value. However, if there are unequal amounts of missing data, it would be possible to include the amount of of parameters (p) is small (i.e., Ͻ40) (Burnham and Anderson 2002) . In contrast, dimension-consistent crimissing data as a criterion for selection. AIC and BIC could also be used in this context. By choosing a marker teria (e.g., BIC) assume that one of the models is the true model and is not based in the theory of optimization. in each linkage group without regard to the "significance," epistatic loci that show little or no main effect Implicit in the assumption that one of the models is the "true" model is that the "truth" is of fairly low dimension can be detected. The reduction in overall dimensionality reduces the number of models. Thus, the genetic (Burnham and Anderson 2002) . Asymptotically the BIC will select the true model with probability 1, if that model space can be explored without the assistance of complex searching algorithms and the overall model model is in the set. The goal of these criteria (AIC or AIC c and BIC) is to allow for ranking and comparison bias and uncertainty are reduced.
Model selection: To select a model or set of models of models to separate models that are equally useful from those that are clearly not useful (Burnham and from among a number of models, standard model selection criteria, AIC (Akaike 1973) and BIC (Schwarz Anderson 2002) . Whichever criterion is applied, models or sets of mod-1978), are often employed. Mallow's C p (Mallow 1973) is another commonly used criterion that tends to select els need to be delineated for evaluation. When large numbers of models are evaluated, model uncertainty the the same models as AIC (Quinn and Keough 2002) . We explored the behavior of C p in this context and and parameter estimation bias are likely outcomes (Burnham and Anderson 2002) . By selecting one marker found it to be very similar to AIC; therefore, we did not include Mallow's C p in our formal evaluation of model per linkage group, regardless of whether that model is significant, the full set of hierarchical regression models selection criteria.
AIC is a very general methodology based on the theory can be fit. This eliminates the need for stepwise procedures. For example, if there are 10 linkage groups and of optimization where the goal is to select the best approximating model or set of approximating models supthe marker with the strongest individual effect is chosen from each group, then the set of all possible models ported by the empirical data. Furthermore, a small sam-and adjacent to a BTL with one marker not linked to any BTL (see Figure 1) . Since the objective is to study the impact of the genetic model, a large sample size was chosen. When only one BTL locus is truly present (k ϭ 1), there is no epistasis.
When more than one locus is involved, the set of genetic models explored in a simulation study is essentially infinite. For convenience we categorized the genetic model space into three groups(see Figure 2 ): Loci can have either a weak effect (e.g., p 22 Ϫ p 11 ϭ 0.4) Figure 1 .-Genetic map of markers for two-locus simulaor a strong effect (e.g., p 22 Ϫ p 11 ϭ 0.8) (Cohen 1988 Figure 3 for three-loci nation rate between M 7 and G 2 on linkage group 2, and 1 is the recombination rate between M 1 and M 7 . models). We simulated a total of 571 combinations of r and p (see Table 2 ). For each combination of parameters, 1000 simulation replicates were performed. includes the 10 single-locus regression models, all 45 We calculated the likelihood-ratio test (LRT) of the two-locus models, all 120 three-locus models, and so on.
correct model compared to the null model to estimate Thus the limitation in fitting higher-level models is not the power to detect BTL for each replicate simulation. the ability to search the model space, but rather sample
The null hypothesis was rejected when the empirical size. With a limited sample size, the addition of marker P-value for the replicate was less than a nominal signifiloci can cause a separation of points, as not enough cance level of 0.05. Empirical P-values were obtained individuals are observed for all the marker class combivia permutation. The power for the correct model was nations. For example, to fit four loci in a backcross, estimated as the number of times the empirical P-value we have 16 marker class combinations. If a sample is for that replicate was Ͻ0.05 divided by the number of insufficient to estimate a higher-level model space, modreplicates. els will fail to converge. Although estimates can someFor each set of simulation conditions, we estimated times be obtained for models that are too large for the recombination (r) and penetrance (p) according to the data, examination of criteria like BIC will indicate that correct model. We used a grid search from r i ϭ 0.0 to these models do not fit better than models of lower r i ϭ 0.5 with a step size of 0.05 for i ϭ 1-k. For each dimension. If models for up to three loci consistently replicate and each combination of r's, p was calculated converge but four-locus models do not, then a total of using estimates of recombination i from the data. A 175 models will be fit. For each of these 175 models, set of unconstrained r and p estimates and constrained the model selection criteria are applied and the best r and p estimates was generated. Combinations of r and models from the entire set are selected. Once a model p that did not satisfy Ϫ0.10 Յ p j Յ 1.1 were discarded. or set of models has been identified, model tests and Estimates (r and p) were averaged to determine an parameter estimates can be evaluated.
unconstrained estimate for each replicate. Constrained Simulations: We performed two sets of simulations estimates were obtained by selecting the values of r and that we refer to as simulation 1 and simulation 2 (Table p that minimized the distance between the simulated 2). In simulation 1 the number of markers was limited, values for the parental penetrances and their estimates. while the number of different genetic models varied If more than one set of r and p had the same distance, widely. In simulation 2 we chose a subset of representathe sets were averaged for that replicate. tive models and then examined the impact of adding Following the assessment of power and the evaluation a "genome scan." of the estimation procedures, models with differing In simulation 1, we simulated a sample size of 1000 numbers of BTL loci were fit, with 0, 1, . . . , t, t ϩ 1 individuals from a backcross population, with 1, 2, and loci for a total of 2 t ϩ1 models for each replicate. The cell means model (equivalent to the full factor effects 3 BTL, using t ϩ 1 markers. The t markers were linked model including interaction terms) was fit. The model BIC were calculated for each of the models and the model with the lowest value for each of the two criteria selection criteria AIC and BIC were calculated for each of the 2 t ϩ1 models in a particular replicate. The model was determined and counted as the selected model for that replicate. The proportion of times the model was with the lowest value for each of the two criteria was determined and counted as a success for that replicate.
selected was determined by summing the number of selections for each model divided by the number of The proportion of successes for each of the 2 t ϩ1 models was determined by summing the number of successes replicates. for each model divided by the number of replicates.
In simulation 2, we selected four genetic models that RESULTS were representative of groups 1-3 explored in simulation 1 (see Table 3 ). For each of these cases, a backcross Simulation 1: Overall, the proposed maximum-likelihood approach performed well for estimating paramepopulation with 1000 individuals and 10 linkage groups with 5-20 markers per linkage group for a total of 100 ters. As expected, the constrained estimates are closer to the simulated values than the unconstrained estimarkers was simulated. Two BTL were considered, and the locations of the BTL were determined randomly mates. For example, with constrained estimates, for the simulation with r 1 ϭ 0.10 and r 2 ϭ 0.10 and genetic with the constraint that the two BTL occur on separate linkage groups. In this case, we applied the premodeling model recessive (rec.) epistasis 1 from group 2 (see Table 2 ), estimates were r 1 ϭ 0.12, r 1 ϭ 0.10, p 11 ϭ 0.20, strategy of selecting one marker from each linkage group and explored the model selection problem in p 12 ϭ 0.21, p 21 ϭ 0.48, and p 22 ϭ 1.00. The unconstrained estimates for this same simulation were r 1 ϭ 0.13, r 1 ϭ this context. A single-marker analysis was conducted, and the marker with the lowest P-value on each linkage 0.10, p 11 ϭ 0.20, p 12 ϭ 0.20, p 21 ϭ 0.46, and p 22 ϭ 1.01. For the simulation with r 1 ϭ 0.10 and r 2 ϭ 0.10 and group was selected for further examination without regard to significance. The resulting set of m ϭ 10 markers genetic model epistasis 1 from group 3 (see Table 2 ), constrained estimates were r 1 ϭ 0.06, r 1 ϭ 0.11, p 11 ϭ was then used to fit the null model, all 10 single-marker models, all 45 2-marker models, all 120 3-marker mod-0.20, p 12 ϭ 0.47, p 21 ϭ 0.89, and p 22 ϭ 21. The unconstrained estimates for this same simulation were r 1 ϭ els, and all 210 4-marker models (for a total of 386 possible models). The model selection criteria AIC and 0.22, r 1 ϭ 0.13, p 11 ϭ 0.20, p 12 ϭ 0.40, p 21 ϭ 0.59, and p 22 ϭ 0.12. Using the median rather than the average group 3. As a check of the simulations, we examined the null case, when all penetrance parameters are equal, of the set of estimates does not improve estimation (results not shown). For each iteration, more than one and achieved the expected nominal significance level as the estimate of power. In BTL mapping, as in QTL solution that satisfies the system of equations may be obtained. By definition, all solutions are equally likely. mapping, when linkage between the marker and BTL decreases, power decreases. Power for all genetic modWe calculated the average of all equally likely solutions. When estimates are unconstrained, this average will inels, including most epistatic models, is comparable to power for the additive genetic model except when the clude values that are not biologically meaningful, and when constrained this average will include all values marker is fairly distant from the BTL locus (r 1 or r 2 Ն 0.30). Consistent with the QTL literature we find that that satisfy biological constraints.
Power for detection of BTL is fairly high for most power is also dependent on the distance between the marker and the BTL loci and on sample size (results models examined (see Figure 4) . However, the lowest estimate of power observed was 0.43 for the case r 1 ϭ not shown). Following the exploration of estimation and power, 0.40 and r 2 ϭ 0.40, for the genetic model epistasis 1 in the performance of the standard model selection criteria, AIC and BIC, was examined over a wide range of creased, or the difference between the penetrance pagenetic models. As a check, we examined the null cases, rameters decreased, the likelihood of choosing the corwhere all penetrance parameters are equal or all BTL rect model decreased (see Figure 5 ). are unlinked to the markers at hand and, as expected, Over all genetic models, AIC tends to select the corthe null model was typically selected by both criteria. rect model at a higher rate than BIC for k ϭ 1, 2, and For additive models, selection of the correct model was 3 simulated BTL whether the markers were linked to affected by recombination and the difference between each other ( i Ͻ 0.50) or not ( i ϭ 0.50) (see Tables 4 the penetrance parameters. BIC appeared to be more and 5). For two BTL, when the markers were linked sensitive than AIC to the recombination rate. For exam-( i Ͻ 0.50) the correct model was selected 80% of the ple, when one BTL was considered at r 1 ϭ 0.20, and time in 50% of the simulated scenarios for AIC and the difference between penetrance parameters is large 25% for BIC. For unlinked markers ( i ϭ 0.50) both (i.e., 0.80), AIC selects the correct model in 86% of AIC and BIC selected the correct model 80% of the simulations and the BIC selects the correct model in time at a higher rate, 73% for AIC and 48% for BIC. 99.5% of simulations. However, when the recombinaFor two-BTL simulations, BIC is more sensitive than tion rate increases to r 1 ϭ 0.30 with the same effect size, AIC to recombination. For example, in the additive AIC selects the correct model in 52% of simulations model with r 1 ϭ 0.30, 1 ϭ 0.42, r 2 ϭ 0.20 BIC selects and the BIC selects the correct model in only 15% of the correct model only 39% of the time. When recombisimulations. Epistatic models showed the same trend: nation decreases to r 1 ϭ 0.20 and all other parameters remain the same, BIC selects the correct model 71% of as recombination between the marker and the BTL in- For incorrect models, proportions are the proportion of all possible t -locus models. The correct model is in italics and the proportion of other three-locus models selected is in regular type. One thousand individuals, 1000 replicates, and three loci were used. M i denotes the marker at locus i and G i denotes BTL locus i, r i is the recombination between M i and G i , and i is the recombination between M i and M i ϩ1 (see simulated map in Figure 1 ). the time (see Table 4 ). This is intuitively logical, since resulted in a higher likelihood of choosing the correct model. AIC tended to select models of too high dimenthe distance between the BTL and the marker increases, and the effect of the penalty for the BIC is more severe sion. The behavior of the AIC was dramatically different between simulations 1 and 2 (see Tables 4 and 6 ). The than the effect of the penalty for the AIC, making the BIC more sensitive than AIC to recombination distance.
BIC performed similarly in genetic models from group 1 and group 2 while the performance of the BIC in a Simulation 2: For simulation 2, the focus was on a subset of genetic models, one from each of the penegenetic model from group 3 was affected by the additional marker. This change is not nearly as dramatic as trance groups where a large number of extra markers were included. This simulation provides an opportunity the change for the AIC. However, for the BIC, the genetic model affected whether the two-BTL model that to examine the performance of the AIC and BIC in a more realistic data analytic setting. In these simulations, included the simulated BTL was selected or not. For example, for the genetic model epistasis 1 from group the BIC far outperformed the AIC (see Table 6 ) and The correct model is in italics and the proportion of other two-locus models selected is in regular type. One thousand individuals, 500 replicates, and two loci were used. M i denotes the marker at locus i and G i denotes BTL i , r i is the recombination between M i and G i , 1 is the recombination between M 1 and M 2 , and r M is recombination between markers on linkage groups (in these simulations, equally spaced). See simulated map in Figure 1 . (12) acgaca20 (17) agcccg7 ( 3, the BIC selected a two-BTL model in 54% of the ants were mapped and resulted in 38 linkage groups. The number of AFLP markers in comparison to the cases. However, the correct two-BTL model was selected in only 7% of the cases.
sample size is very large. Three hundred thirteen single-marker models were O. mykiss data analysis: Doubled haploids, produced by androgenesis in the second generation from a cross investigated and the marker with the lowest P-value on each of 38 linkage groups was selected for inclusion in between two clonal lines, were used for a genetic analysis of C. shasta resistance. C. shasta is a myxozoan parasite the multiple-loci models. Of the 45 segregants, 31 had data for the entire set of 38 selected markers. On the that has a two-stage life cycle. One stage is completed in a polychaete worm, Manyukia speciosa, and actibasis of this, we considered the 31 segregants for which complete marker data were available. Using the 38 marknospores are released to the water and infect the intestinal tracts of trout, where the organism continues develers on the 31 segregants, all one-locus and two-and three-loci models were investigated (38 one-locus modopment, producing myxospores that are evident by intestinal scrapings. The complete experiment is deels, 703 two-loci models, and 8436 three-loci models) using PROC BTL (see appendix for PROC BTL). The scribed in Nichols et al. (2003) . Briefly, subyearling doubled haploids were exposed in live cages in situ to AIC c criteria were used for model selection because of the small sample size. For each of the models the AIC, a pathogen in the Willamette River for 4 days in September 2000. Following the exposure, fish were maintained BIC, and AIC c were calculated and the best models were selected. The best models were used as input for PROC in flow-through systems at the Center for Disease Research hatchery at Oregon State University. Fish were BTL to estimate the recombination and penetrance parameters. monitored daily where mortalities were removed, recorded, a fin clip taken, and identification number asThe 38 single-BTL models, 703 distinct two-BTL models, and 8436 distinct three-BTL models were fit; 702 of signed for genetic analysis. Evidence of C. shasta spores was evaluated from intestinal scrapings of each individ-703 two-BTL models converged. The best models based on AIC c , AIC, and BIC are shown in Table 7 . The differual. The study was terminated 103 days postexposure and fish still alive were labeled survivors and subseence between the lowest model selection criterion value for a particular model and the model in the set with quently euthanized with a lethal dose of anesthetic (MS-222, Argent Laboratories), fin-clipped, assigned individthe lowest model selection value is denoted as ␦. Of the 8436 models fit, 14% failed to converge, most likely due ual identification numbers, and evaluated for presence of C. shasta spores in the intestine. Only mortalities to the limited degrees of freedom (sample size). The inclusion of markers accaag8 and acgaca20 on that died from C. shasta infection, as evidenced by the presence of C. shasta spores in the intestines, were used linkage groups OC21 and OC27 is statistically accurate according to the model selection results. Six sets of for genetic analysis of resistance. None of the surviving fish exhibited C. shasta spores from intestinal scrapings. estimated recombination and penetrance parameters from the resulting two-locus model are within the range Amplified fragment length polymorphic (AFLP) markers were employed to genotype individuals for construc-Ϫ0.10-1.1 for the penetrance parameters. Estimates for r 1 and r 2 were very small, ranging from 0.00 to 0.05. tion of a genetic linkage map and genetic analysis of C. shasta resistance, as previously described (Nichols et al.
Estimates for p 11 ranged from 0.39 to 0.41, for p 12 ranged from Ϫ0.06 to 0.00, for p 21 ranged from 0.22 to 0.26, 2003) . Three hundred thirteen markers for 45 segreg-and for p 22 ranged from 1.03 to 1.08. The small sample models in our simulations, performance of the BIC decreases while the AIC remains approximately the same. combined with the observation that none of the individuals with allele 1 of marker accaag8 and allele 2 of Examining these models closely, we see that the varying difficulty can be explained by considering the penemarker acgaca20 survived made the addition of a third locus unwise from an estimation perspective (marker trance parameters as mixing parameters and examining the relative effect size difference between the loci. class means 11 ϭ 0.097, 12 ϭ 0.00, 21 ϭ 0.065, and 22 ϭ 0.26). The goals and results of simulation 2 are markedly different. Unlinked BTL are easier to identify than linked BTL simply because they are considered inde-DISCUSSION pendently. This effect can be diminished by expanding the model search space once the best model or set of This article presents a general likelihood for multiple BTL. The likelihood formulation presented here is simimodels has been selected from among the restricted set. Examining models that increase the number of loci lar to that employed by Yi and Xu (2002) with the exception that their liability function is replaced by our by adding loci linked to loci already included in the best model will allow for additional opportunities to single penetrance parameter. Since the estimation of the liability function is computationally challenging, detect linked BTL, while still restricting the model space to a manageable number of loci. and the methods employed are often sensitive to the choice of this function, our approach greatly simplifies
The comparison between simulation 1 and simulation 2 underscores the main differences among the two critethe likelihood and corresponding evaluation process. By choosing one marker per linkage group in a premodria examined. The AIC selects the best "approximating" model for the data, and in cases where few markers are eling step, we greatly reduce the model space and avoid stepwise model selection and complicated searching alavailable, these are often the correct selections. In the case of a genome scan, this will result in the addition gorithms. Rather than choosing only markers significant in the single-locus models or examining all possible of loci, particularly in the case of linked BTL. The BIC will more often choose the right model among a large pairs of loci, the relationships (linkage) between markers can be exploited to choose the best locus for each set of models when the true model is of relatively low dimension and is included in the set of models to select. linkage group. This reduces the model space and the impact of model selection upon the subsequent estimaIn the case of the genome scan the BIC has a larger penalty and thus more often chooses a model of approtion and testing procedures.
While we focus on selection of a single marker in a priate or lower dimension. However, when the number of loci examined is limited, the penalty for the BIC linkage group, the idea of reducing the marker set can be applied more broadly. For example, in cases where forces models of too low a dimension to be selected. Bogdan et al. (2004) propose a modification to the the linkage group may itself be large, the best marker for some fixed genetic distance may be chosen. Alterna-BIC that accommodates the dimensionality of the BTL application and that could be extended to apply here tively, two or three markers per linkage group may be selected.
and perhaps mitigate this finding. In the analysis of the O. mykiss there were a fair numIn the first simulation, epistatic models are easier to select correctly than the strictly additive model. Initially ber of missing marker data. For the purposes of comparison of the techniques explored in this article, the maxithis was a surprising result but when a fully additive model is considered, with the restriction of the paramemum set of complete data was chosen. This is because one of the main assumptions of both AIC and BIC is a ter space for the penetrance parameters, 0 Յ p j Յ 1, the marginal effect of any one locus is small. This is constant sample size. Changing the sample size between models will adversely affect the model selection process what is predicted by Fisher's infinitesimal model with a large number of loci. The extension of this idea will be and because of the penalty term, especially with respect to the BIC, changing the criterion between models will true in quantitative traits as well if the range of the trait values is restricted. In contrast, epistasis restricts the result in changes in the formulation of the likelihood function. As an additional criterion in the premodeling parameters such that several of the penetrances are equal. The consequence of this is larger marginal effects strategy, one might group markers in the linkage group into a set of best markers and then among those markers of individual loci. This underscores the importance of fitting models that include epistatic terms as well as choose the marker (or interval) with the most complete data. Furthermore, methods that impute the value of main effects.
The effect of linkage between the BTL changes the missing marker data show promise to reduce the impact of missing marker data. In addition to the missing performance of the selection criteria. For additive models with recessive epistasis (groups 1 and 2) the influence marker data, the sample size for these data is exceedingly small. The size is so small that inferences drawn of linkage among BTL improves model selection. For epistasis that considers two loci in model selection it is from these data are by necessity suggestive, and further experiments would need to be done to make any definimore difficult when BTL are linked and for the recessive proc btl dataϭMarker.input2 mapϭmarker.map outstatϭoutput2; marker m5 m12 m14 m16 m19 m27 m34 m43 m60 m66 m69 m75 m95 m97 m117 m118 m135 m158 m180 m184 m191 m207 m221 m226 m228 m231 m233 m242 m245 m247 m252 m253 m256 m264 m267 m268 m294 m310/allϭ2 mcϭAICC; model survϭ; run; ods html bodyϭ"MC.htm" frameϭ"MCframe.htm" contentsϭ"MCcontents";
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